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2011Â .Q: Simplifying imdividing by a number I have an expression of the type: factorial(5) / (2 * (2 - 1)) I
want to simplify it, since I need the "simplified" version of factorial to be able to work with it in other parts

of the code. The first step would be to to replace it with: factorial(5) / 2 * (2 - 1) then I would need to do this
simplification: (factorial(5) / 2 * (2 - 1)) / (2 - 1) How to do that? Note: I am aware that I could multiply the

denominator by -1, but I don't want to do this step. A: Since there are three sub-expressions and each of them
can be represented using a "subtraction" token (2), you could try unrolling the calculation, breaking the

expression into (a) factorial(5) / 2, (b) -1 / 2, and (c) factorial(5) / 2. The coefficients of these three sub-
expressions can be represented using "addition" tokens and if, for example, factorial(5) / 2 could be

represented as a (5 + 0) / 2 it would be a simple replacement with multiplication. The expression could then
be simplified using the suggested technique. With Jimmie Johnson's NASCAR Sprint Cup Series

championship finish the other night leaving the door wide open to the possibility of the Chase for the Sprint
Cup not being decided before the end of the season, the 2014 champion plans on attempting to boost his
chances by taking his online poll of fans and asking for input on a potential playoff roster. On Johnson's

"Crash Shop Live" show on the NBC Sports Network, he told host Dave Neal the possibility of not having a
definitive championship until December or even later makes the champs in the Verizon IndyCar Series and

some in the F1 world wonder what the term "holds" means. And Johnson said his thoughts on that matter are
aligned with the one everyone wants to know. Johnson gets to his main point early on and makes a good case.
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